Useless Magic collects many of the early scraps that eventually became full songs. For pre-2018 work, these are largely charming sketches for hardcore fans to cherish, placed alongside lyrics for every album (none of FATM's albums have ever come with proper lyric booklets, so this is nice to have). Florence's book club. Currently reading: "How Much of These Hills Is Gold"... See more of The Florence + The Machine Book Club on Facebook. Log In or Create New Account. See more of The Florence + The Machine Book Club on Facebook.

Situated in Florence, Booking Florence has well-equipped accommodation boasting free WiFi, 350 yards from Sant'Ambrogio Market and 1.4 miles from Palazzo Vecchio. Piazza della Signoria is 1.4 miles from the apartment, while Accademia Gallery is 1.5 miles from the property. The nearest airport is Florence Airport, 5.6 miles from Booking Florence. This is our guests' favourite part of Florence, according to independent reviews. We speak your language!